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January 20, 2012 

 
 
Mr Pranab Mukherjee 
Cabinet Minister 
Ministry of Finance 
North Block 
New Delhi 110 001 
 
 
Sub: Proposals for Budget 2012 to prevent further dieselization of vehicles, 
which is adding to toxic pollution and to incentivise public transport. 
 
Dear Mr Mukherjee, 
 
We are writing to request to consider the following two proposals for Budget 2012: 
 

1. To impose an additional excise duty on private diesel cars to reduce the 
distortion caused by the growing price differential between petrol and 
diesel. We believe that the increase of diesel, which is toxic, has added 
dangerous levels of pollutants in our cities and is jeopardizing human health. 
We also know that the increased off take of diesel is costing the public oil 
companies because of the increasing burden of under-recoveries on account 
of this fuel. We have in this note and in the attached documents detailed out 
these costs as well as the amount of additional duty that must be imposed to 
take into account the price differential.  
 

2. To reduce the excise duty on buses – from the current 10 per cent to 8 
per cent. We would particularly request that this duty be reduced (even 
further if possible) for buses, which run on compressed natural gas. This 
minor duty decrease will bring down the cost of the low-floor bus (used in 
Delhi and other cities) by as much as Rs 1 lakh. This is substantial and will 
help cities to make public transport options more economical.  

 
We know today it makes more sense for the next car buyer to buy an expensive 
personal car – perhaps even a Mercedes Benz -- but run it on diesel. It even makes 
more sense to buy a fuel guzzling sports utility vehicle – SUV – and run it on the 
subsidized diesel. According to estimates of the Planning Commission, the use of 
diesel in personal vehicles has zoomed – some 15 per cent of the current 
consumption is in passenger cars. The entire agricultural sector uses less –12 per 
cent of the country’s diesel. In other words, the myth of keeping diesel prices low for 
reasons of public policy are busted. In fact, keeping the price low but allowing its use 
in the private transport sector allows the poor persons fuel to subsidize the rich.  
 
The car company claim that modern diesel vehicle is clean is far from being true. 
Emission data shows that current diesel cars, on an average emit seven times more 
particulates and three to five times more nitrogen oxides than petrol cars. There is 
sufficient evidence that tiny particulates – PM 2.5 -- emitted from a diesel vehicle are 
toxic and carcinogenic. This toxin is firmly associated with significant increase in 
asthma, lung diseases, chronic bronchitis and heart damage. Long-term exposure 
can cause lung cancer. The increased level of nitrogen dioxide contributes to the 
formation of deadly ozone, which in turn hurts and damages our lungs. Diesel 
vehicles are costing us our health.  



-: 2 :- 
 
Today, Europe, which promoted diesel vehicles, is paying a heavy cost. It is 
struggling to meet air quality standards, even though it has invested heavily in 
cleanest of fuel -- reducing sulfur levels to near zero and has fitted vehicles with 
every kind of anti-pollution technologies like particulate traps and de-nox catalyst. 
Diesel also has higher levels of black carbon, which is today understood to be a key 
contributor to climate change. In the US, the world’s car Mecca, where emission 
standards and price does not differentiate between fuels, there is no market for diesel 
cars. 
 
It is also important to recognize that there is no policy in India, which explicitly allows 
for the use of diesel in private vehicles. Car manufacturers use the policy lacuna as 
they can sell more vehicles if they could run them on cheaper and subsidized fuel. 
They exploit the fact that diesel price is kept lower because of its use for 
transportation of essential goods and for public transport –trucks use some 37 per 
cent of the diesel consumed and buses another 12 per cent. They also know that 
dual pricing of fuel – differential diesel price for bus or tractor verses cars – cannot be 
operated.  
 
We also know that de-regulating the price of diesel, however, essential, will lead to 
inflationary pressures and will be difficult to implement. Diesel fuel is also essential 
for railways, public good transport and agriculture. Therefore, we are only asking for 
the tax on diesel cars to correct the current market distortion.  
 
We have also calculated the quantum of excise duty that should be imposed to 
correct the current price distortion. The Kirit Parikh Committee has proposed Rs 
81,000 additional excise duty as an equalizer.  We support this estimation, but 
believe that there is a need for an increased duty on diesel cars in the large segment 
(which are luxury cars as well). This will not put disproportionate burden on small 
cars and will also provide adequate duty to remove the current fuel-price distortion. In 
this way, the excise duty on diesel vehicles will be as follows: 
 
Additional specific duty on diesel cars  
Car engine size 
range 

Final adjusted additional duty on diesel 
cars (Rounded off) 

< 1400 cc Rs 81,000 per car 
>1400 cc Rs 1.62 lakh per car 
 
We do believe that the current price differential, which is leading to the increased 
dieselization and jeopardizing public health, must be checked. We hope you will take 
strong measures in the Budget 2012.  
 
Clearly, we need economic growth, but this growth must not be toxic and destruction. 
We know you will agree with us on this. 
 
With best wishes, 
 
Yours cordially, 
 
 
Sunita Narain 


